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Rider on the storm By Jade Bremner

James Reynolds’ day job puts him in the kill zone of extreme weather

L “We spent most of  time  
trying to get out of  the s**t,  

rather than actually filming it…”

ook at the picture. Most 
people would run for the 
hills to escape a tidal 

wave like that, but not James 
Reynolds. He goes in search 
of  them for a living. Nor does 
he stop there: tsunamis, hail 
storms, typhoons, lightening, 
volcanic eruptions – you name 
it, he chases it. Most people 
would call him mad. Reynolds 
settles for the term ‘storm 
chaser.’

“I try to capture the forces 
of  nature, earthquakes, vol-
canoes, that kind of  thing, on 
video camera,” says the softly 
spoken Reynolds. “I’ve turned 
intercepting the world’s most 
powerful storms and volca-
noes into a profession.”

The 26-year-old grew up in 
Britain, a nation to whom the 
weather is a preoccupation, 
but a country not known for 
its extreme climate. “This is 
why I think I’m so fascinated,” 
he says. China’s diverse land-
scapes, weather conditions 
and easy access to the rest of  

Asia make it the perfect base 
for this line of  work.

Reynolds’ regular day starts 
with checking blogs, weather 
charts and the MET office 
website to locate extreme 
weather he hopes to film and 
relay to local and internation-
al press. But it’s not always 
easy. Most of  the time his job 
involves traveling thousands 
of  miles to remote locations 
in anticipation of  a big show 
which, more often than not, 
has already passed or never 
actually arrives. “There have 
been plenty of  times where 
I’ve gone somewhere, spent 
quite a lot of  money, and got 
nothing,” he says.

Lately he’s had more 
luck. “I’ve seen two typhoons  

most dangerous in populat-
ed, less developed areas. “In 
this situation you may have 
loads of  flying debris to deal 
with. It’s like watching a war 
unfold in front of  you, a war 
of  natural forces.”

We were curious as to 
what Reynolds’ family thinks 
of  his profession. “They’re 
cool,” he says. “They know I 
won’t do anything too stupid 
to get hurt.”

For now, Reynolds is gear-
ing up for the next big natu-
ral disaster. “I’m hoping for 
a category five storm on a 

small island next,” he says. 
“I’d want it to be uninhab-
ited or have safe shelter of  
course, because I wouldn’t 
want to wish death and de-
struction on people.” 

In fact, Reynolds’ video 
footage and reporting actu-
ally saves lives. He often does 
telephone interviews during a 
heavy storm, typhoon or vol-
canic eruption, which sends 
out much needed evacuation 
messages or prompts aid 
from other parts of  the world. 
// To follow Reynolds’ storm-chasing  

adventures log on to Typhoonfury.com

James Reynolds wressles with a tidle wave
“Last Christmas there was 

a volcano eruption in the 
Philippines, I thought it would 
be a nice place to spend the 
holiday, so I packed off  down 
there with my camera. Luckily, 
it did not produce a big bang, 
but it still put on a really 
good show with lava and ash  
exploding into the air.” 
Reynolds says most volcanic 
eruptions are “just like a giant 
fireworks display.”

While we imagine him in 
the middle of  a 2012-like 
disaster zone, Reynolds says 
there are calculations that 
go into his work to mitigate 
the risk of  being hit by flying 
objects. “Though,” he warns, 
“you can’t always account for 
everything. Things can spiral 
out of  control. You will be in a 

controlled situation, but sud-
denly things happen.”

“I was in the Philippines 
last November and I was film-
ing a storm on the extreme 
north coast, and the storm 
hit and passed by when we 
weren’t ready for it. We were 
in the middle of  a road and 
the electric power lines were 
hitting our car. Then we got 
snagged in live power lines. 
We had to deal with flooding, 
which almost washed our car 
away. We spent most of  the 
time trying to get out of  the 
shit, rather than actually film-
ing it. Obviously we will try to 
minimize each situation, but 
I felt a bit rattled after that 
one.”

Reynolds says it’s often 

recently. Living here at 
this time of  year there are  
typhoons coming into Taiwan 
and Hong Kong.”

Natural disasters kill 
around 180 people per 
day around the world. But 
Reynolds enjoys being in the 
midst of  extreme weather 
conditions and the continuous 
adrenaline rush it gives him. 
“It’s awesome. Simply spec-
tacular,” he says. 
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Shanghai
 • Biyun Store

2F, No.1222, Biyun Lu, (near Hongfeng Lu)
Pudong New Area.   021-5030 1316

• Thumb Plaza Store
Room05, 2F, No.185 Fangdian lu, Thumb Plaza
(near Yingchun Lu). Pudong New Area

• Zhangyang Store
2F, No.707 Zhangyang Lu, (near Laoshan Lu) 
Pudong New Area    021-5836 1256／5836 1257

• Pucheng Store
No.76 Weifang Xi Lu, (near Pucheng Lu) 
Pudong New Area    021-5887 6806

• Lianyang Store:
Unit 1, Building 4, Area B,Lian Yang Square 300, 
Fangdian Lu, (near YingChun Lu), Pudong New Area. 
021-6159 0117／6159 0118

• Liushan Store:
No.9, Liushan Lu, (near Jinxiu Lu)
Pudong New Area.    021-6856 7820

• Gubei Store 1:
2F, No. 1078, Gubei Lu, (near Huangjincheng Dao)
Changning District.    021-6209 8133／6209 8395

• Gubei Store 2:
1F, No.488 Huangjincheng Dao (near Yili Nan Lu) 
Changning District.    021-6151 2093

• Xingyi Store:
1F Grand Century Place, No. 48 Xingyi Lu. 
(near Loushan Guan Lu) Changning District.
021-6209 3813／6278 6615

• Dingxi Store:
No.83, Anshun Lu, (near Dingxi Lu)
Changning District.    021-6283 5370

• Ziyun Store:
1F, No.84, Ziyun Xi Lu.(near Loushan Guan Lu)
Changning District.    021-6229 5328

• Tianyaoqiao CEO Store
3F, No.498 Tianyaoqiao Lu (near Xietu Lu)
Xuhui District    021-6438 0277／6438 0229

• East Nanjing Lu CEO Store
3F, Huasheng Commercial Building, 
No. 99, South Shanxi Lu, (near Jiujiang Lu)
Huangpu District    021-6361 1161／6361 1172

• Dagu Store:
No. 436, Dagu Lu, (near Shimen Yi Lu)
Jingan District.    021-6340 1161／6340 1163

• Taixing Store: 
1F, No.407, Taixing Lu, (near Xinzha Lu)
Jingan District.    021-5213 6681

• Qianjiang CEO Store
5F, Qianjiang Business Plaza, 
111 South Yili Lu, (near Guyang Lu)
Minhang District,    021- 5174 2566／5174 2599

• Wanyuan Store:
Room 501, Wu Zhong Commerce Building, 
1099 Wuzhong Lu, (near Wanyuan Lu)
Minghang District.    021-6113 0778

• Sijing Store
No. 154 Gulang Lu, Sijing Town, 
(near Jiangchuan Bei Lu)
Songjiang District    021-5762 1860

• Wuning Store (new)
No.413 Wuning nan Lu, nerar Yuyao Lu
021-3353 5866

• Julu Store
No.768 Julu Lu, near Fumin Lu  021-62492951

• Huaihai Store
Room501, Bestton Plaza No.99 Huaihai dong Lu, 
near Xizang nan Lu
021-63867511／63867512／63867513

• Expo Store
No. 3579 Pudong nan Lu ( No.39 Lane 1085 
Xueye Lu, Zone B Expo Village )  021-22060431

• Dapu Store
No.8 Dapu Lu, near Xujiahui Lu   021-54657162

• Liyuan Store
No.100 Luban Lu, near Liyuan Lu      
021-51507660

• Zhenning Store
3rd floor, Building 1 Jiuzun Plaza 
No.9 Zhenning Lu    021-52371390

• Longming Store
Room202 No.1024 Longming Lu, near Gudai Lu
021-54165105

• Tianshan Store
4th floor, Hongxin fashion plaza 
No.762 Tianshan Lu    021-62286635

• Zunyi Store
Room301, Jinqiao mansion No.2077 Yan’an xi 
Lu, near Zunyi Lu    021-62090656

• Ziyun Store 2
No.70 Ziyun xi Lu, near Loushan guan Lu
021-62282511

• Xietu Store
Lane 1975 Xietu Lu, near Dong’an Lu
021-64181993

• Changle Store
3rd floor, No.400 Changle Lu, near Maomin Lu
021-54668968

• Lvcheng Store
No.92-93, Lane99 Jinhe Lu, near Yanggao nan 
Lu and Pujian Lu    021-61682318

NEW

Opening Times: 10:00 AM to 2:00 AM(next day)   www.shkangjun.cn


